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General Assen1bly is No Show For HUSA:s Transition
By K ERRY-ANN KAMF.1S11
HAMILTON

Hilltop Staff Writer
Less than half of the General
Assembly's 30 members attended
the HUSA transitional meeting
Thursday, prompting the new administration to label poor attendance as
a chief concern.
"We don't want a reoccurrence of
last year's crisis where quorum was
not met and tlte (HUSA president
Sellano Simmons) and (Nicole
Salter) administration did not have
their budget approved before the
summer break," said HUSA VicePresident--<:lect Alex Dixon.
The meeting, which did not reach
quorum and will be classified as

unofficial, was supposed to be the
first transitional meeting to facilitate
a smooth u-ansition between the current and 2001-2002 administra1ions.
Simmons said he is trying to
ensure there is a smooth transition for
President-elect Stephanie Brown and
Vice-President elect Alex Dixon.
"We have provided them wi1h documen1a1ion as to our budge1 and
expenditures, this will (help) the
incoming administration to plan and
alloca1c their resources more effi.
ciently than we did," Simmons said.
The meeting was 10 get assembly
members familiar with the Brown
and Dixon administration's proposals
and to clarify any questions or concerns. Brown and Dixon outlined
their plans for additions as well as

subtra~1ions from previous HUSA
structures.
Under the new administration, the
Big Brother Big Sister Program will
no longer fall under the HUSA
umbrella. Over the years there has
been much debate as to whether the
community outreach program should
be kept and the newly elec1ed administration has decided tha1 these programs should be separate student
organizations. Brown said the organization needed 10 be sustained independently of HUSA. However, i1
would still be able to apply for funding through HUSA.
There will be additional structure
in this year's HUSA hierarchy. Two
of the new posi1ion titles are a Student Empowerment Service Coordi-

nator and a Tux Force Coordinator.
The Student Empowerment Service
Coordinator will act as a liaison
between the student and the Administration, addressing issues such as
regis1ration, FAFSA forms, and
promissory notes. The Task Force
team will assist in areas concerning
the health center, security. Blackburn
Center, to name a few.
'The purpose of the meeting was
to familiarized the newly elected
counselors and administration wilh
the running of the assembly and also
to help them to get a grasp as to their
functions," said Charles Coleman
!he present Undergraduate Trus1ee.
Simmons felt the meeting was
largely productive, but said the
Please See HUSA, A3

GA Members Not in
Attendance Thursday
Shemari Brooks- Arts & Sciences
Walter Riley- Arts & Sciences
Helleemah Nash-Business
Chay Lee• Communications
Latricia Simpson• Comrmmications
Bernadeue Boudreaux- Engineering, Architecture and Computer Science
LaVonne Burke - Engineering,
Architecture and Computer S,Pience
Armond M osley- Engineering,
Architecture and Computer Science
Aja Roberts• School of Education
Daniel Balley-Pharmacy, Nursing

By J OI C. RIDLEY
· Hilltop Staff Writer

Ph«o By Arin Lowrcoo:

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc., Beta Chapter kicked off the fraternity and sorority "coming out''
season Friday on the Yard. Throngs of people watched the 13 new members of the organization march,
chant and yell during the probate.

School of Communications students question presidential candidates' ability to lead
after a controversial split between running
mates Nubia Henderson and Genia Wright left
the school without a president or vice president.
The students got their opportunity to voice
their concerns to Henderson and Wright. now
both running for presidem on separa1e sla1es,
Thursday at a speak ou1 held by !he twO newly
formed, in which Henderson and Wright parties running for office.
The candidates tried their best to field questions from Ille student body. Heuacrsun
responded 10 questions about teamwork.
"Thamwork is everyone working together,
knowing their role. Working with the council
is a collective effort. We have to work together. There shouldn't be just members, everyone
should be involved and work actively on some
part of the council."
One student asked how the candidates have
altered their plalforms to reflect their individual objectives since their spli1.
"The platforms are definitely different than
the one when we were together. I'll just say
thai both of our platforms cite problems tha1
need to be addressed in the School of Communications," Wright said, presidential can
didate for lhe "Synthesis" campaign.
"1be School of Communications is bigger
than any other school and no one knows it.
We're the media and we can affect how oth-

ers 1hink ... we're
in power," said
Mcfarlin.
All of the candidates, with the
exception
of
Henderson's running mate Cornell Williamson,
have
worked
actively with the
School of Communications StuNubia Henderson
dent
Council
prior to the election.
"( lt4vc1t't been
active in the
School of Communications
Council, primarily because I
wasn·t informed/'
Williamson said.
Siudents such
as
Tiffany
Dupree, a sophomore film major
Genia Wright
asked the candidates how they
planned to provide
students with betterjob opportunities, internships, and better facilities.
Henderson mentioned University administrators tentnti\'e plan for a new building for the
Please See Co1111111111icatio1is, A3

Leaders Appeal to Swygert on
Question of Interim Positions

The Hilltop Captures "Best
Newspaper" Award
The Hilltop was named "Best
Weekly Student Newspaper" Saturday by the Society of Professional Journalis1s a1 i1s annual conference in Ocean City, Md.
Editor-in-chief Jason T. Smith
tied for 1hird place in "Editorial
Writing," and staff writer Brakkton
Booker earned an honorable mention in "Spot News Reporting·· for
his November story on election
anxiety on campus.
When the staff applied for the
award, the Hilltop was published
once a week. The Hilltop has since
moved to a twice-a-week publica-

Source: HUSA

Students Gather to Voice
Concerns at School of
Communications Speak Out

Springs Black and Gold Debut

By DERRICK K. NAVO
Hilltop S1aff Writer

and Allied Health
J erome Dyson-Gradua1e School of
Social Work
Sean Bullard- School of Dentistry
Corbet E llison- School of Den1istry
Ron Berry- Graduate School of
Business
Brian McDaniel- Graduate School
of Business
Emest Brown- School of Medicine

tion schedule.
"Receiving these awards only
represents something that I've
always known, which is that this is
a very dedicated staff;• Smith said.
"I congratulate the staff for work•
ing day in and day out to publish
the paper twice a week. Our advisor Dr. Clint Wilson rr.lso deserves
an immense amount of credit for
this award. His training. direction
and advice is invaluable."
Next in line was Mary Washington College's The Bullet, which
File PholO
received 2nd place in the weekly Staff members of The Hilltop rettfred top honors Sarurd'I)' from the
competition. Competition for the Society of Professional Journalist, Region 2. from ten to righl: Joi RJd.
ley, Ira Porttr, Jason T. SmiU,, Jum,1~ Spiller, Denick Nayo, Chris
Windham, Ginger Skinner nnd Jamal Pope.
Please See Hilltop, A3

The Hilltop Tuesday
Campus

Engage

This week Undergraduate
Trustee Breana Smith prepares for her new job.

Catch the spirit moving
through the Smithson- ·
ian'.s Exhibit on African
American Dance.

A2

A6

By D ERRI CK K. NAVO
Hilltop Staff Writer

Undergraduate Trustee, Charles Coleman,
has also addressed the imerim issue, as he bas

sent 1wo memos to Presiden1 Swygert with•
Student leaders are continuing their efforts out a response.
to pressure President H. Patrick Swygert 10
"It's time for Swygert to address the issue,"
permanently fill several interim positions Coleman said. "Students and faculty deserve
wilhin !he Howard administration.
to know who is beading the various positions
"We are severely lacking permanent posi- of our University." Coleman made it clear that
tions in Financial Aid, Student Activities, and search committees need to find stable
Residence Life," said Khalfani Walker, chair replacements for the interim positions- a
of !he Undergraduate Graduate Student task, he feels, is not difficult 10 achieve.
Assembly (UGSA). 'They are all key posi"l realize thai positions needed to be filled
tions that directly affect students."
before other positions, like the Provost posiIn recent monlhs, HUSA President Sellano tion," Coleman said. "But the Student Life
Simmons, Undergraduate,Trustree Charles and Student Activity depar1ments need to be
Coleman and olhers have mounted a quiet let- occupied, among other sections throughout
ter writing campaign lobbying Swygert and the administrative system.''
the Board of Trus1ees to permanently fill
Coleman wro1e Swygert early during 1he
University positions that directly deal wilh fall semester and received no response. He
students.
wrote Swygert again early las1 month, stressThe student leaders have focused !heir ing !he disadvantages of in1erim positions. "It
efforts on the Office of Student Life and seems a bit unreasonable to have so many facActivities, staffed by an interim Dean, Inter- ulty members in a staie of limbo regarding !he
im Assistant Dean, and Interim Activities stability and security of their employment
Direc1or. There is also an Interim Vice Pres- here at Howard," Coleman said in his second
ident for Student Affairs.
memo to Swygert.
Interim positions are also being held in
This week and last week The Hilltop made
Student Affairs, Student Life, Student Activ- several calls to the office of University Comities, Residence Life, Financial Aid, Physical munications, but no one was available for
Facilities Management, Health Affairs, commen1.
Department of Athletics, and other positions.
Howard University Student Assembly
The concerns of some student leaders are (HUSA) President, Sellano Simmons, is tackspurred by the potentiality of acting staff to ling the situation wi1h the same vigor as
work with a lackadaisical effort being that other student leaders. "l've had s1udents hav•
their positions are not permanent. Walker ing a rough time getting housing, and having
said that temporary administration would not a rough time in studen1 affairs," Simmons
attempt to improve the department, division, said. '"These are Studem Affair issues. Who
or office that they are serving, but will relax
and work with the economic benefits of their
Please See lmerin~ A3
jobs in mind.
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Do College Tours Give
Prospective Students an
Accurate View of
Howard?

Trustee-Elect Smith Eager to Begin Work
By J0t C. Rmt.,E\'
Hilltop Staff Writer
Undergraduate Trustee-elect, Bre•
ana C. Smith has been busy drafting
an agenda laced with new tasks to
complete during her term yearlong
term ever since her March 8 victory..
"I want people to be more excited
about the Trustee position so that it's
not just a namesake." Smith said.
Although Smith does not take office
until July I, the start of the University's new fiscal year, she has already
begun 10 consider a number of issues
to address.
At 20 Smith will be the youngest
member on the board. "I plan on
working with Anna Alexander (newly
elected president of the School of Arts
and Sciences) on some shared con•
cems with President Swygert·s Strategic Framework for Action II." she
said.

One of Smith's main concerns is
with President Swygcrt·s Framework
is that it does not discuss the President's plans for improving science lab
facilities in the near future. Smith who
maintains a double major of physics
and political science feels that the
plan does not go into enough detail.

"The plan tells what will be done
over an extended period of time, but
there is nothing in there about what
can be done now." said Smith. Smith
has also started formulating a list of
concerns 10 take 10 her first board
meeting in September.
One of the leading points involves
creating "working sessions•· of students to discuss the University's current curriculum. In these groups, made
up of 7-10 students, members will
hold various discussions on how students feel about the University's predetermined academic agenda. The discussions wi ll be recorded and sent 10
University administrators for their
review.
"Students are the best sources to
consult as far as what classes are not
most effective or which are not reaching them the way that they should.
They can suggest what cou ld be
done." Smith said.
Smith hopes 10 increase student
accessibility to her by holding an
office on Power Hall in 1he Blackbum
Center.
"I will share my office with the
HUSA staff in Blackbum. 11 is important 10 meet students halfway." Smith,
feels that it is imperative that she is

help incoming freshmen students
adjust to their life at Howard.
"I'm going to be involved wi th
freshman orientation. I want to tell
them (freshmen) about the role of a
trnstee and even more about the University," Smith said.
Smith plans to push for further integration of the High School College
Internship Program (Hi-SCfP). The
program allows high school students
to take classes at the University, for
credit hours to be used towards their
degree, whi le still in high school.
Smith, a DC native, is an advocate of
the program. especially since it helped
her to graduate from high school an
academic year early. Smith, the representative for the College of Arts
and Sc iences Honors Council
(CAHSA) feels !hat it is important for
all of the various schools and colleges 10 remain united.
·Toe UndergraduateTru,tecdoesn't
fall under UGSA, so I plan to go to
each school's policy board meetings:·
Smith said. "I want to hear the elected officials' view of problems within
their respective school."

"College tours do 1101 give prospective stu•
dents an accurate view of HU because the
students only get the opportunity to see
what the administration has prepared for
them to see, not the actual campus life and
interaction of the students."
- Adckoya A. Brown
Sophomore
Biology/Pre-Med

3/21/01

3/22/01
3/23/01

- Dennis Young
Junior
TV Production

3/24/01
3/25/01
3/26/01

3/27/01

3/28/01
3/29/01
3/30/01

3/31/01

"Yes, because it gives you a quick look at
what is going down al Howard. From the
look at the campus lo the view of the
city."

- Mario Long
Sophomore
Music Education

4/01/01

Location

Incident

Mays Hall
Dental School
Downing Parking Lot
Architecture Building
HUH
Divinity
Mudd Bldg
HUH
Drew Hall
East Towers
Burr
Macrey Lot
S. Banneker Lot
West Tow·ers
Bethune Annex
Howard Center
West Towers
UGL
Meridian Hill
Drew Hall
Just Hall
Banneker Lot
Slowe Hall
HUH
West Towers Parking Lot
Quad-Frazier
Blackbum Cafe
School of Business
61h& Fairmont

Unlocked doors
Theft
Theft from auto
Breaking and Entering
Assault with deadly weapon
Entry w/o authorization
Theft from auto
Threat to do bodily harm
Missing property
Theft from auto
Sick student
Damaged property
Stolen auto
Fire
Missing property
Theft
Recovered property
Theft
Stolen property
Simple assault
Theft
Deconstruction property
Entry w/o authority
Theft
Urinating in public
Unlawful entry
Simple assault
Damaged auto
Deconstruction of property

The Campus Police Report is a co1111111111ity service provided by The Hilltop.

- Ka,h'ka Fain
Sophomore
Computer Science

-Compiled by Clintaudra T11ompson
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Photo h) Ja,on T. Smith
Unde11trnduate Trustee-ele<.1 Breana C. Smith Sttn here at
a election, Sp,ak Out.

By NtQU.\ ,o., B ROWS
Hill top Slaff Writer
Hundreds of High School :;tudents
gathered in the Blackbum Center ball•
room on Friday for the Howard University open house to recruit prospective
students. The open house. which occurs
each spt ing for one day, is a fonnal invitation to high school students to give
information and a tour of the Univer,-ity.
"Today's event is what "c do all year
just in on~ day," said Derek Kindle.
chairman of Student Ambassadors.
"Open house welcomes students from
all across the nation and i, a preliminary
greeting 10 ,tudents, introducing them
to Howard."
TI1e program commenced at 8:30 am
so that students could register The visitors were shown to difforenl e'Chibits
from all of the Howard schools and
colleges, student organiwtions. includ•
ing ROTC, follo"~-d by a welcome ceremony. Welcoming began with live
entertainment from the Howard band.
that showed the students just what
Howard is about outside of the academics, and an introduction by President
Swygert.
Antoinette Smith, a sophomore from
No1hal Ha le High School in Tulsa,
Okla .. said that she wanted to come to
Ho" ard especially afler secmg 1he
band's performance. "AOer seeing >tX
HBCUs so far I really like Howard not
just because it's a good university but
b.:cause the band is really live.'' she
said.
Smith. who is on a college rour with
her high school, will have visited 1-1

HBCU, by the end of the tour with
Howard being the s.:, cnth school visit•
ed.
Spring Open House also included
admission and financial aid sessions. a
history of Howard. student introductions, and a campus tour, all ending
around 1pm.
Senior recniitment officer, Victoria
Laulc, said tha1 this year·, Spring Open
House exceeded its usual nwnbcr of200
to 300 ,-isitors to in between 500 and
I 000 ,·,sitors. The turnout went
extreme!.> ,,:ell. "·The purpose of Spring
Op,:n House is to introduce o=lvcs to
those students who do not know us and
enlighten those who do know us." Lil•
tie said. "We want the students to learn
abou1 the mdividual components of
Howard University."
The campus tour which began appro'C•
imately about noon, departed from
Blackbum with the tour guides escorting the ,·isitors to and ivm ,nfNr ·
tron about all off101\ard', sites Kmdk
said that 20 through 50 tour guides gave
the visitors an accurate n:prcscnllltion of
Howard and no false infonnation was
given.
The tour, ending about I pm and followed by a lunch ,n Blackbum 8dll•
room, left many students, some of
which had already been accept.:d. excited about coming here.
"I love Howard's campus and I ddinitely hope that I gel accepted ·· said
Shakcma Grae~. a scm,,r 111 Highland
High School in Blackwood, N.J.
"Besides always wanting to come to an
llBCU, the ps:oplc here seem nice ,md
I also I ikc Howard's Communication
program.''

Campuses MADD About Student Drinking
By D ANA CtVTACU
The Diamondback (U. Maryland)

"Not al all. The tours are usually during
the spring. l doubt the students are focusing on academics when they hit the
Yard."

1

Prospective Students Flock to Howard
for Campus Tours.
This is a listing taken by Howard Campus Police from 3/21-4/1.
Compiled by Campus Editor Christopher Windham.

"No. The tours arc designed to sugar coat
this campus. When I can1e here. they
showed me the Yard, Blackbum, and the
Annex, but not Drew. Go figure."

-

(U-WIRE) Ct'.fLLEGE PARK. Md. Every year, college students spend about
$5.5 billion on alcohol more lhan they
spend on books, soda, coffee. juice. and
milk combined and as many as 360,000
undergraduates will die from alcohol-related causes.
U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services statistics like these have prompted Mothers Against Drnnk Driving to start
a campaign against binge drinking on college campuses. Through its new campaign,
MADD representatives said they hope to
curb binge drinking on college campuses by
setting national standards for alcohol policies. It also plans on rating schools on their
policies and their enforcement.
Currently. Boston University is the only
college wilh a student MADD chapter. That
chapter started out with only five or 10 peo·
pie last September, and has grown to about
30 students, said Corrie Barnett. president
of MADD About Destructive Decisions at
Boston.

"We made it clear from the beginning that
we were against destructive behavior from
underage drinking,'' Barnell said. She said
MADD's new campaign is geared more
against binge drinking, rather than drinking
and driving.
''Especially at BU. 90 percent of students
don ·1 have cars, so drinking and driving is
not as much of an issue for us," Barnell
said.
A game-show type of workshop present•
ed 10 different organizations at Boston University proved to be a successful method to
educate students, Barnell said.
"Even though schools promote a zero-tolerance policy, there are ads for liquor stores
in school newspapers and the bookstores
seU shot glasses. This negates [the school's]
efforts." Barnett said.
Even though the University of Maryland
campus does not have a chapter, police
have become stricter on underage drinking.
In 1999 there were 829 disciplinary referrals, compared to 405 the previous year.
This surge in numbers is due in p;ut to new
training of University Police officers, said
University Police spokesman Capt. Don

Smith.
This new training is called controlled dispersion. Under this program, anyone under
age 21 caught in the presence of alcohol not
just the people providing it is issued a
referral. They are also required to attend
educational programs, Smith said.
Students in national surveys generally
support stricter rules regarding drinking.
According to a recent M/\DD press release.
77.1 percent of students support stricter
penalties for students who repeatedly violate campus alcohol policies. Nearly 60
percent also support prohibition of kegs on
campuses and 55.3 percent support restriction of advertising that promotes con•
sumption at on-campus parties and events.
Students have mixed feelings about a
chapter being successful here.
"I honestly don't think binge drinking is
a problem," said Shi Ipa Shah, a junior marketing and finance major. "It's not as bad on
campus compared to people !hat go to D.C.
It's a good effort, but it's hard to make col•
lege students behave a certain way."
Even though Shah said she thinks students
will not stop drinking, she has noticed some

changes. "Campus police and RAs have
gotten stricter on people who drink," she
said. "( However,] a large majority of students drink in the residence balls and I
know people who heavily drink and then
drive.'·

Other students said there is a problem with
binge drinking on the campus. but don't sec
a solution.
"I don't think things will change because
wc·ve been educated on drnnk driving since
middle school." said Tonya May. a sophomore economics major. ·-rm 1101 against
IMADD's] intention. but students are only
going to be sneakier about it."
Not all students believe a MADD chapter would be ineffective. Jason Phillips, a
junior electrical engineering major, said a
chapter would probably be beneficial and
"it will work immediately."
·111c administration should be supportive
if they want to open a chapter:· he said.
Students interested in forn1ing a chapter
can contact the MADD Maryland state
chapter at (410) 84 1-6633. MADD is a
non-profit organization with 600 affiliates
nationwide.

To Write:for Campus Ca(II Chris at 202-806-6866 : ,: ...,'·:<,:
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Students Gather to Voice Concerns at Communications Speak Out
From Commw1iclltio11s, A I
School of Communications by 2006.
"Until then, we wi 11 1ry to use other
schools. such as American Univer•
sity's equipment." Henderson said.
"We'd like to facilitate meeting
with the deans of various schools to
keep students aware of their
resources. We have them, we just
have to be informed of them." said
McFarlin.

Chay Lee, a junior broadcast jour•
nalism student also asked the candi•
dates for their plans 10 get more male
students involved with the School of
Communications.
Williamson said that the best
approach would be 10 address stu•
dents directly by holding programs in
various area.~ of campus. specifical•
ly Drew Hall. "If they don't come to
you, go 10 them." he said.

Wright responded that students
should be informed of their options
at the start of their career at Howard.
"We will let freshman students
know their options. We have to let
them know that they don't have 10
remain in the College of Arts and
Sciences as many undecided students
are. The School of Communications
is another option," Wright said.
Many students such as Charmion

convention.

"I never wrote the article with
intentions of winning an award,"
Booker said. ··1 was trying 10
encompass as many view points as
I could on such a pressing issue:·
Smith entered his editorial.
"Greatest Show in Town," on
Howard President H. Patrick
Swygert ·s town hall meetings.
Smith also submined "Ph,ce of Our
Own," which argued for a new SIU·
dent union.
The SPJ, which was founded in
1909. has aimed 10 produce a firm
foundation for the journalism pro•
fession.

From Interim, A I
IS looking out for our interests?"
Simmons asked.
Simmons said that interim staff
members are not doing all they can
because they are nervous about their
job stability.
College of Engineering, Archi•
lecture and Computer Science Pres•
ident. Russell M. Drake, also wrote
Swygert with his thoughts on inter•
im leadership. In his leuers he talked
about a potential solution 10 the
interim problem.
"'There should be a time limit for

··One of the biggest goals of the
SPJ is 10 talk about ethics, whi le
improving the profession.'" said
Julie L. Asher, director of the SPJ 's
regional 2 conference. "We also
want to bring students together and
help them network with profes•
sionals."
Adam Clayton Powell, 111. vice
president of technology for the
Freedom Forum- an Arlington•
based. free•speech organization,
said his company has begun a pro•
gram called FINO, an effort to
increase the dwindling numbers of
African•Americans in journalism.
•·11 is a way of producing some
diversity within the newsrooms,
and our partners. which include
Howard, are helping us in this
task," Powell said.
Powell said he has continued 10
help the advancement of African•
Americans through different
avenues.
"When a black person is by him•
self in the newsroom. it can be a
recipe for disaster." he said. "So if
in some way you can have three or
four black people working in the
same newsroom, well now you
have people 10 talk 10," he said.
The Hi lltop will go on 10 com•
pete in the SPJ's National Mark of
Excellence competition, which all
first•place winners from SPJ's 11
other regions would be judged
together. Winners will be
announced in the summer.

iNerim positions:· Drake said ..;One
year ,hould be sufficient time for the
University to permanently hire the
interim holders.'' Drake abo gave his
opinion on the present interim staff.
I think he has done a decent job
as a chief avenue between the SIU·
dents and adm inistrati on. He
deserves 10 have a permanent job,"
Drake said of current interim Vice
President of Student Affairs. Ray•
mond Archer. Acting Dean of Stu•
dent Life and Activities Belinda
Watkins said people who hold inter.
im positions in the administration

can become productive," Henderson
said.
"The beauty of our platform is
that it won·t just help the School of
Communications. but also follow the
School's constitution and help the
University as a whole." Wright said.

have full latitude 10 make decisions
and authorize anything that needs 10
be done.
"Contrary 10 doing our job poor•
ly because we are in acting posi•
lions. we work harder to prove our•
se lves as deserving perma nent
titles," Watkins said. "I would like to
be made permanent. but apparently
the time for that decision has not
come. But you still serve the stu•
dents on a quality level.''
Student leaders say that students
deserve 10 know when '10 know
when that •·quality•level" care will

become permanent.
,;Me being here going on three
years now, these positions seem 10
have been occupied for too long."
said Walker.
Coleman said the time for action
is now. ··Some positions have been
vacant since I've been here and
before I leave. I would like to see
Presiden t Swygert get the ball
roll ing with search comminees so
applicants can apply and selections
can be made.''

General Assembly is No Show For Husa's Transition
From HUSA. Al

assembly was not ready 10 vote on
anything. "The meeting, however
would have been unproductive ifwe
had 10 vote on something," he said.

The second transitional meeting
will be held on Thursday. In this
meeting. the staff strucmre and the
budget of the Brown and Dixon
administration will be discussed.
Brown implores the m'!,mbers of

tlie Assembly to come out 10 the
meeting.
"It i, imperative the Assembly
Memhers come our. because we
serve the school and the student
body and therefore we have a

responsibility 10 commit and execute
our various rasks."Brown ,aid.

Friends Don't Let Friends Drive Drunk.
Drink Responsibly. Drive Safely.
A l'llblic Service Annoucement.

Stgr\ up

London . . .. . . ... $335
Brussels . .... . $3 7 2
Rome .... . . .. . . . . . $348
Pragu e .. . . . . ... . $4"1 B
Frankfurt . . . . .'.$3 5B
Rio de Janeiro. .. $65"1
San Jose, C . R . ...$509

ror t~e mo.st
\h\porb-ar:b

Jo b

fears 10 rest. "'The speakout was very
informative." said 'Thelisha Woods,
sophomore print Jour~alism student.
"A lot of issues that I had were
addressed. ft definitely strengthened
my candidate choice."
Both slates are confident that they
have informed students about their
options in the upcoming elections.
"If students are informed, they can
be excited, once they're excited they

No Answers Tut on Question of Interim Positions

The Hilltop Captures "Best
Newspaper" Award
From Hilltop, AJ
awards included schools from
SPJ's Region 2. which includes
Delaware, Maryland, D.C, Vir•
ginia, and North Carolina. There
were more than 70 winners in 33
newspaper. magazine. online pub•
lication, photograph)\ radio, and
teltvision categories. Howard Uni•
versiry was the only historically
black university represented at the
conference.
Booker was honored for his
headline story "Election Anxiety
Grips Campus:· The story focused
on the reaction of Howard students
during the close election race
between then Vice•President Al
Gore and President George W.
Bush. He said he was very grateful
10 be selected from such a great cal•
iber of student writers and repre•
sent the few Blacks that were at the

Kinder, a sophomore public relations
student said that they fell a sense of
tension between candidates through•
out the debate.
"I just wruu the candidates 10 bring
some kind of new energy to the floor.
I feel the tension with everyone
involved, but we need a plan of action
to get over it and move on," Kinder
s;aid.
Some said the speakout put their
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campus?

Become a NYC Teaching . Feliow . now . ·Joi~

.._

a ·select· group
0

of
talented professionals and graduates who will teach in New York
City·s under-performing classrooms this fall. No previous teaching
experience required. You'll receive a salary while working toward a
fully paid Master's Degree. Help us give all NYC students the quality
of education they deserve. Apply now. Applications due April 7. 2001

The best bars on carnpus don't serve drinks. they serve
their country You see. when you complete Army ROTC and
graduate. you'll be an officer and get a set or gold bars.
Register for an Armv ROTC class today. Because there's no
better bu7z than the sense of accornpltshrnent.

Call 1·877•NYFELLO or visit w ww.nycteachingfellows.org.

ARMY ROTC

Unlike any other college course you can take.
N YC

TE AC HING

FELLOWS

-

. .. . . . .

Contact Captain Pndel @ 202-806-6784
or Pimedells @hotmail.com
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Students' Fight against private prisons goes to the Hill WORLD BRIEFS
By CIIANEL VESTAL
News Editor
Howard students took the fight against
privatized prisons 10 Capitol Hill last
week.
Students met with the Khalil Abdullah.
executive director of the National Black
Caucus of State legislators and Labor
Economist Joshua Miller of the American
Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees. who took the rime to further inform students about the nationwide movement 10 end prisons for profit
and how the students' fight to end
Howard's contract with Sodexho-Marrion services could impact the movement
on a national level.
Sodexho Alliance, the largest shareholder in Sodexho-Marriott. is heavily
invested in private prisons, mainly the
Corrections Corporation of America. This
panicular industrial prison complex is
guilty of several human rights violations
including assault, rape and the denial of
vital healthcare services to inmates. The

Sodexho Alliance also owns its own correctional facilities in Austmlia and the
United Kingdom.
In its Nov. 17, 2000, issue, the Hilltop
reponed on the deaf ear that the Howard
administrators tumed to the students' plea
to tern1inate its contract with the Sodexho Alliance affi liate.
Maurice Mitchell one of the students in
anendance at the March 29 meeting, has
been one of the leading advocates of
Sodexho's removal from Howard's campus. ''lfwe were to oust Sodexho, it would
be a major defeat for Sodexho morally,"
Mitchell said. "lfwe are the embodiment
of Leadership for America and the Global Community. i1 would have a national
and global effect."
Students and members of the Howard
community are ou,raged that SodexhoMarrion has a presence on Howard University's campus.
Forty-eight ceats of every dollar that students spend on meal plans and on camps
dining services goes to suppon an industry that profits off of incarcerated indi-

viduals. most of whom are Black and
Latino. according to 1he website of the
Prison Moratorium project (www.
nomoreprisons.org).
Carlin Sims, a Ph.D. candidate at
Howard who serves as an intern for the
National Black Caucus of State Legislators, hopes to see Howard's removal of
Sodexho-Marriott services have a national impact. "This issue can serve as a
springboard to deal with larger issues
around the criminal justice system and
racism," Sims said.
At the March 29 meeting Joseph Miller
of American Federation of State, County. and Municipal Employees. a Howard
alumnus, updated students on the national fight against private prisons and the
danger it presents to not only in the black
community. but also humanity at large.
Abdullah disseminated valuable information and publications to those in anendancc and expressed his indignation
toward the unethical practices of the Corrections Corpormions of America and
other private prisons in America and

abroad. All of those in attendance passed
on valuable infomiation and resources
that would help to make the ;tudents·
fight against Sodexho-Marriot more organized and effective.
Universities from all over the country
have been mobilizing 10 apply pressure to
their respective administrations 10 tenni•
nare their contracts with Sodexho-Marrion. Maurice Mitchell told the Hilltop
Saturday that "While colleges like (State
University of New York at Ithaca) cnn
only make local news, I think H.U. being
in the nation ·s capitol and the Mecca can
bring national attention."
Howard students have met with Sellano
Simmons, president of !he Howard University Student Association and are planning a "Day of Action" for Wednesday,
April 4.
To join in the fight to remove SodexhoMarriott from campus email fillrTl\11£1'.ili:
onfooda1HU(a,hntm,1i~.

Nigerian Legislators meet in Ralph Bunche Center
By CIIANEL Vf~~TAL
News Editor
Prominent Nigerian legislators met in
the Ralph Bunche Center Wednesday 10
discuss the political future of Nigeria.
The discussion was an open forum for
members of the Niger state government
to enter into a dialogue with Nigerians
residing in the U.S. and abroad.
Niger is one of eight states that make up
the Wes1 African nation of Nigeria.
In anendance were the leader of the
Niger State House of Assembly Dr. Jibrin Abdulrahman Jibril and Director of
Personnel Management for the Niger

State government Abdullahi Shagagbe
Kwatu and many other political leaders
from the state of Niger. Very few students
were in anendance, but an infonnarive
and enlightening discussion rook place
that proved to be valuable learning experience for all who attended.
One of the major topics of discussion
was the challenge of political unity in the
presence of ethnic diversity. Nigeria is
comprised of many different ethnic and
cultural groups. It still remains a difficult
task for Nigerian officials to adequately
represent the multifaceted population.
Almost all of those in attendance agreed
that there is a need 10 ratify or amend the

Nigerian Constitution.
Howard University professor. Dr.
Mobolaji Aluko of the Chemical Engineering depanment, played a major role
in the panel discussion. Having the discussion at Howard proved 10 be very beneficial, panicipants said.
"Howard has a large contingency of
professors from Nigeria. We li ke to have
the opponunity to offer our assistance (to
Nigeria officials) in any way they wish to
have it.
"Most African legislators know about
Howard University and we (Africans)
have many students here," Aluko said.
Concemingthe mo,t imperative change

that is needed in current Nigerian politics,
Aluko spoke about refining the constitution. "There is a need to change the constitution which was produced by the military government," he said.
One of those improvements would be
the allotment of more power to individual states as opposed 10 such strict federal rule. Nigeria is still a relatively young
country, gaining its independence fonn
British rule on Oct. I, 1960.
Aluko expects that it will ta.kc a long
time for significant change. "but I hope
that it i, sooner that later." he said.

-

(U-WIRE) DURHAM. N.C. - Despite
strong calls from Duke University Pres•
ident Nan Keohane and others to diversify the senior administration. recent
senior-level searches have added no
minorities to fill vacant posts.
This semester search committees for the
deans of the Fuqua School of Business
and the Nicholas School of the Environment and Eanh Sciences have resulted in
the appointments of Caucasian males.
This week, the student affairs vice presidential search committee selected no people of color among the finalists for the
position.
"We remain dedicated to increasing diversity at all levels, but I think Duke needs
more people of color in its leadership. particularly African Americans," said Sally
Dickson, vice president for the Office of
Institutional Equity.
At 1heend of last June, the University lost
two senior administrators who were

black. Janet Dickerson. then-vice president for student affairs left Duke for a
similar position at Princeton University.
And Myrna Adams, who ran OIE before
Dickson, stepped down 10 take the position as special assistant 10 Executive Vice
President Tallman Trask.
To encourage greater consideralion of
minority candidates, Dickson, who ,s
concerned about being the only minority
in the senior administration. has requested that she be added to all future searches.
Vice President and University Secretary
Allison Haltom, who coordinates senior
level administrative searches. said that
this would be beneficial. "I think it's very
appropriate to add [Dickson]. She would
be a welcome addition to future searches," she said. "We can always use all the
expertise we can get."
To aid comminees, Dickson said that she
desires to review the methods by which
searches solicit applicants. In addition 10
consulting minority professional organizations. she also wants to encourage
administrators to examine traditionally
overlooked sources. For example, Dick-

son said she will ask committees 10
request applicants from historically black
colleges and universities.
"If you say you're only going to select
applicants from Yale. Stanford or Harvard, then you're always going 10 get the
same type of applicants," D,ckson ,aid.
Even with Dickson's aid. the University
sti ll could be a long way from its goab.
In many fields. minorities are not well
represented in the faculty. and. thus. gathering a large pool of qualified minority
applicants could be difficult.
"We are disappointed that we have not
been successful, so for. in recruiting any
African-American deans or directors in
these searches, but we arc commined to
doing so. and we will keep working diligently towards this goal," said President
Nan Keohane. "It is imponant to have a
diverse administration for some of the
same reasons that we seek a diverse faculty and student body•tO represent different backgrounds and bring different
perspectives to our decisions and to serve
as visible "role models" for both minority students and others."
Associate Professor of Biology Stephen

SIERRA LEONE, \'Vest Africa- The United
Nations will be increasing the number of its peacekeeping troops in the West African Nation of
Sierra Leone. Since J 991, Foday Sankoh bas led
the rebel attad,s againbt the Sierra Leonean government from Liberia. Since the Civil War's
beginning in 1991. Sankoh's renegade troops
ha, e been responsible forche deaths of thousands
of people and causing two million people to be dis•
placed fro111 their homes. In spite of the I 999 peace
agreement. Sankoh·s force, still ravage 1/3 of the
country and have captured the diamond mines.

ABIDJAN, Ivory Coast- Outbreaks of meningitis have claimed 1,606 lives across Sub-Saharan 'Africa since the beginning of the year. Africa
suffered its worst outbreak in 1996 when more
than 150,000 people- most ot them childri:nwere infected in several counuies and 16.000
died. Another 16.000 suffered brain damage or
paralysis.
Those most affected have been the countries of
Burkina Faso, Benin. Chad, Ethiopia and Niger.
So far l 7,680 people have been reported infected
ill these nations alone. Meningitis. an infoction of
membranes that protect the brain and spinal cord,
often appear,; in Africa during dry seasons, fre.
quclllly raging throughoul a geographic belt
stretching from Senegal in the west to Ethiopia in
the ea.st. With treatment, only 1 percent of infected people die.

USA

Diversity lacking at highest levels of Duke administration
By $Tf:Vf;N WRIGIIT
The Chronicle <Duke U.)

AIRIC\

Nowicki. who co-chaired the student
affairs search committee, said that current
application procedures prevent committees from identifying qualified ethnic
minorities. because the fi"t round of
selections i, based solely upon written
documentation. Funhermorc, Unhcr>ity
policy forbids committees from asking
directly the race of applicants for a job.
"It's really difficult to know someone's
race based upon what is wrinen on paper,"
he said. "l think it would be inappropriate, if nor illegal, to ask.''
Despite difficulties in hiring people of
color. search committee chairs said they
have emphasized recruiting University
officers who share the institution's commitment to diversity.
"In our discu"ion. we talked a lot about
the lack of diven,ily in the senior administrator.,. I wa, a concern forus," Haltom
said. "But I think its imponant to remember that we have three finalists that are
committed 10 diversity and making Duke
University a better place for all members
of 1he community."

HARLEM, N. Y. -Derek Q. Johnson wa, named
to head the historic Apollo Theater in Harlem.
Johnson will step down as an AOL Time Warner
senior vice president in order to assume his new
post as president of the nonprofit Apollo Theater
Foundation. The Apollo opened in 1914 and was
turned into a movie theater in the 1970s. The
Apollo reopened forlive ,bow, in 1983. Johnson
said he will focu~ on fund-r.iising and making the
1.500-.,,·at 1h1:,i1er pru of a major cultaral center.

EUROPE

FRANC~ After two year~. the FBI has finally
caught one of its ten most wanted people. Ja.uies
Charles Kopp wa, captur.:d in France last week
after the two-year pursuit. Kopp was wanted for
the shooting to death of an abortion clinic doctor
near Buffalo New Yo1k in 1998. Agents bd1e1e
Kopp fled to New York City, then New Jersey,
then to Ireland and finally France. Police finally
caught up with Kopp by following the movements
of Dennis John Malvasi atld L<>retta Cl.ure Msrra
in Brooklyn, two radical abortion foes arrested
Thursday on federal charges of harboring a felon.
Compiled by Chanel Vestal
.

Pell grant money may increase nationwide
By SCOTT MARTINDALE
,Daily Trojan (U. Southern California)

tu-WIRE) LOS ANGELES Underprivileged college students
across the country may receive a
helping hand if Congress approves
President George W. Bush's proposal to increase funding for federal education grants.
Currently, students can receive
up to $3,125 a year from Pell
Grants depending on family
income. Bush's proposal would
raise the maximum grant to $3,750,
with an average increase of $200
per student.
Additionally, the Senale has considered increasing th~ maximum
grant to as high as $4,700.
Any increase in Pell Grant funding, which is awarded to 4,000 University of Southern California students annually, will be beneficial to
the university, said Cathy Thomas,
associate dean and director of
financial aid.
"If we get a $200 more from Pell
Grants, we have $200 more for
other students," she said. "It helps
with leverage."
An average $200 increase in Pell
Grants means a total of $800,000 in
new funds available to the univer•
sity. The additional funds can be
used to decrease the amount of student loans.
For example, increases in federal,

state and university grants since
1he early 1990s have reduced the
average student loan at USC from
$7,500 to $4,000. Thomas said.
By raising the maximum amount
of the Pell Grant, the minimum
amount is also raised, which means
more students become eligible.
·'Students just below the eligibility will come in," Thomas said.
For these reasons, the Office of
Admission and Financia l Aid
strongly supports any efforts to
increase education grants.
"We 're supportive of anything the
federal government does," Thomas
said. "We want everyone who can
benefit from a college education to
be able to get one."
However, the Pell Grant has lost
some of its value due to inflation.
"The Pell Grant should be in the
high five-thousands to keep pace
with inflation," Thomas said. "l
support the legislation, but can't we
do a liulc more?"
Nevertheless, Thomas believes an
increase in federal grants is beneficial.
"It's good public policy because
we need an educated work force,"
she said.
Eric Kwon, a sophomore major•
ing in kinesiology and a financial
aid recipient, agreed.
"h's nice to see the Bush administration emphasizing and stressing
the importance of education by
increasing the grants given to students," Kwon said.

Karen Amitay, a freshman majoring in political science and a Cal
Grant recipient, emphasized that
more grant money is an asset to
USC. "The more money you give,
the more students that can come,"
she said.
Additional financial aid money
also reduces student concerns over
the high tuition costs at colleges
across the nation.
"If people can stop stressing out
about financial aid, they can concentrate more on their schoo l
work,'' said Chalet Brazil, a freshman majoring in dental science and
a financial aid recipient.
Regardless. schoo ls like USC
always meet full, demonstrated
financial aid using their own grant
programs. Thomas said, adding that
financial aid accessible to underprivileged college students now
was not always available, greatly
limiting the number of students
who could anend college.
''If you cou ldn't afford it, you
cou ldn 't go,'' Thomas said. "So
only wealthy, white males went."
Because of this, individuals
should support all forms of financial aid, including loan programs,
Thomas said.
"It's imponant for students to be
more supportive of even legislation
that provides loans to students,"
she said. "You need a good college
education."

Congress aims to enforce hate crimes laws
By ARIEL Zn. BEi,
The Daily
U.)

Free Press

(Boston

(U-WIRE\ BOSTON - A
group of bipartisan congressional lawmakers, joined by MTV
News correspondent John Norris, convened a press conference
at the Capitol Tuesday to kick off
a campaign for what they call
"real hate crime~ legislation."
"Hate crimes are a national disgrace - an anack on everything
this country stands for," said Sen.
Edward Kennedy (D-Mass.),
who was joined· by Sen. Arlen
Specter (R-Penn.) and House of
Representatives Minority Leader
Dick Gephardt (D-Mo.).
Kennedy's office said the bill
already has 5 I other co-sponsors in the Senate, as well as
bipartisan suppon in the House
of Representatives.
"For too long, the federal government has been forced to stand
on the sidelines in the fight
against these senseless acts of
hate and violence," Kennedy
said. 'The bill we arc introducing today will change that by
giving the Justice Department

•
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greater ability to investigate and
prosecute these crimes, and to
help the states do so as well."
Hoping to provide visibility for
the new measure, MTV collected 50,000 c-rnai I\ and signatures
from young adults to be delivered to the White House in a
show of support. Norris was
accompanied at the news conference by the author of one of
the e-mails received by the
youth-driven network.
The new law, entitled the Local
Law Enforcement Act, is an
extended version of the old "hate
crimes" bill that would punish
perpetrators of bigotry-motivated crimes to include gender, disability and sexual orientation.
Previously, the law only
addressed crimes whose victims
were targeted on the basis of
race, religion and national origin.
"It expands the definition of
what a hate crime is," said
William Keyser, a spokesman
for Kennedy. "It provides intergovernmental assistance and it
allows the federal government to
provide both technical and financial resources to a local community in their investigation and
prosecution of a hate crime."
Keyser cited the October 1998

killing of Matthew Shepard. a
Universit) of Wyoming student
who was beaten to death because
he was gay. Keyser said the fedemf government was slow in
assisting the district attorney's
office given the gravity of the
crime and the publicity that was
generated.
"The local juri~diction had to
financially bankroll the entire
prosecution of that ,cry complicated and high profile case," he
said. "It was not possible for the
FBI or the Department of Justice
to provide financial resources to
help with evidence gathering and
with the prosecution of the crime
as well as handling the enormous media attention focused
on (the Wyoming community)."
''If something were to happen
in a jurisdiction and local (law
enforcement) decided not to
fully prosecute the crime 10 the
extent of the law that wou ld be
appropriate. there really is no
means for the federal government to insure a full and fair
prosecution," Keyser said. 'This
bill would allow the government
to make sure Ilic perpetrator is
held accountable."
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Congratulations
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Hilltop Staff

How would you like to be a part of The Nation's Largest Black
Collegiate Newspaper? The Hilltop Edito:ial and Business
staffs are now taking applications in the office of Student
Activities and The Hilltop.

hortly before the
beginning of the
2000 fall semester a
group of students gathered to
plan the future of an organization. Ambition was in their
souls, and writing was in
their blood.
During that brief meeting,
staffers of The Hilltop decided to bring the most relevant
news to the Howard University communit y through
solid reporting, crisp layouts
and sharp photos.
On March 30th, those
staffers were awarded the
Society of Professional
Journalists First Place
award for Best Weekly Student Newspaper in Region
2.
Now with a twice-a-week
production schedule, the
staff hopes to bring you
more up-to-date information,
with the same award-winning approach to the news.
Congratulations Stafffor
Having a Vision and the
Drive.

S

Editorial Staff
Positions Available:
Campus Editor
Sports Editor
News Editor
Editorial Editor
Photo Editor
Online Editor
Production Personnel
Engage Editor
Contributing Editor
Photographers
Staff Writers
lliustrator

THE HILLTOP
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Pick Up Applications in the Office of Student Activities and the
Hilltop Office, on the Plaza Level of the West Towers. Applications are due this Friday, so Apply Now.

The Hilltop. Find Out What's In It for You.

FIRST PLA.CE, BEST ,vEEI{J.,Y
STUDENT NE, VSPAPER
SPJ, REGION 2

Sole,

The POWER
behind your
potential.
SALES ANALYST
- Gaithersburg, Mar-yla.n.dAt Honda, we've created a stimulating working environmen t based on mutual
respect. This philosophy, combined wilh our superior products, guarantees that
our associa tes ore proud to be members of the Hondo team.
The selected candidate will p loy o key ro le in zone so les operations ond provide support for District Sales Managers, includi ng generating m anagement
reports and handling specia l projec ts. Requires o BA/BS degree or equivalent
experi ence ond o background working with financ ia l analysis and s tatements.

Take the
Keys.
Call a Cab.
Friends
Don't Let
Friends
Drive Drunk.

Proficiency in VVord, Excel and PowerPoint is essential, os ore excell e nt o rgonizotionol and communication skills. Candida tes with 3 years of reta il automo-

A P\1blic StMct' Announl"t'ment.

tive so les experience ond a dealership background ore highly preferred. Must
be open to travel ond future re location. Position moy lead to a District Soles
Manager role.
For cons i deroti,on,

..

p l ease send your resume with salary history t o:

Get +he
Word Out!

American Honda Motor Co., Inc., 1919 Torrance Blvd., MS 1 001 C-3A, AHM-74SSMAS, Torrance,· CA 90501-2746. FAX (310)
783-2110. www.honda.com , An Equal Opportunity/Affirm ative Ac-

Hilltopics.

ti on Employer. VVomen ond Mino riti es are encouraged to apply.

Every Friday in
The Hilltop.

~C>1'T:c>~
The power of dreams:M

Deadli11es for submissions are
every Ti1esday at 110011.
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A Section Devoted to the Fine Arts, Entertainment and Self Expression
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ESSAY

Hoop Dreams: Intramural
Nightmares Come Alive
By Jon~"" J. JoM·s
As I lace up my shoes and throw
on my shorts and the same ~ichacl
Jordan jersey that I have worn
since I w:,s 13. (hey, I wa, an
extremely round kid, that's why it
still tits) to go and play intramural
basketball in ... THE BURR, one
thought crosses m) mind.
\Vhile most basketball players
prepare for big games by antici' pating big shm, and slam dunks. I
prepare and hore for other accom•
plishments. '·Man. I hope I don·t
mess up like I did la.~t week." Sad,
but definitely tntc. While I love the
game of ba,;kelball and maintain
the ability to tell you the mo,t
mmiscule fact about the sport, one
thing is certain. Unlike the Spike
Lee movie, I ain't got game.
Week alter week I sit on the side•
lines waiting to receive playing
Lime. "Hey Lungi (captain, Coup
D'Pression team), am I getting in
1he game soon'/" He just shrugs at
the question as if an,wering, '"Hell
l'-0." under his breath. As the
clock ucks, I sit and continue to
watch. Tic!., tock. tick, tock. Final ly. after someone on our team bas
virtually fainted from c,haustion,
I um grudgingly placed in the
game
I sprint up and down the court.
thinking, "All I have to do is catch
and shoot." As acouple of minutes
pas,, my sprintrapidl} turns into a
jog and I ju,t stop at the three-point
line anticipating a pass. "They're
going to see me wide open," I
think Finally. the pass ,s coming
my way. I b:,ve my eye on the
spherical object. Iju,t have to c:,tch
and shoot. catch .ind shoot, catch
and ...
Boom! I told you I bad my eye
on the ball. Rather, the ball was on
my eye mid my playing time gone
out of bounds with the ball. It
wasn't 1ny fault. wns it? I mean.
docsn '1 everyone get hit in the eye
with the basketball once or
twicc7 As soon a, I am in the !!rune,
I am <uddenly banisbcd 10 the sideline. Fur me, game o,·er, Al least
this "'eek. Sure, we won thegumc.
but maybe if I ha<l an opportunity,
we would have woo by 20 instead
of. .. 18. My day is going to come.
111c next game comes and I tigure that I can persuade Aquil, the

other captain, to provide me more
playin£ time and more passes my
way. "Yeh. Johnny, J'mgoing to set
you up for the three point shot!"
I'm psyched. During warm-ups. I
shoot my lay-ups a Huie stronger;
I jump for rebounds 1-3 inches
higher. I'm more hyped in the pregame prayer/huddle.
"Amen. Let's beat thcs' moth•
er ...·'
Then, the same cycle ensues We
score-I sit. We score some
more-I sit. Finally, after we·re
wmniog by 12 in the first half, I
make eye contact with Aquil.
Throwing, on the most puppy-dog
look I can tind, I ask, "Hey. "'hen
am / going to get in the game?''
"At the ten minute mark." he
says. 11:08. 10:34. 10: 12. 9:56.
I'm in. Wearing a black Nike headband like one of my favorite players, Scouie Pippen, I hope my
game comes balrway close tn his.
Aquil shouts, "Set up at the three•
poi.Ill line. I run to "my spot"'. No
pass is coming my way...'That's
OK. next possession," I think to
myself. prcpanng to catch and
shoot. catch and ,hoot.
Luckily. two of our players are
having what seems like asthmatic
spasms, so 1 am in for more than
the minutes ~trai~11. which eases
my nerves
We're running and Aquil looks
my way. He's passing to me! I'm
ready 10 catch and shoot, catch and
shoot. I catch it- with my hands!
Now. all I have to do is shoot.
111e game instantly went from
fast break to slow motion in my
mmd. All eyes arc focused on me
as I prepare to release what seems
like a ticking time bomb. I g32e at
the object in my hand. Mission: to
shoot it to the basket. Pri,c: three
point, I plant my feet. I set my
body and I propel the ball to the
basket. Nothing but net. The bot·
tom of the net.
Knowing my playing time is for•
ever stricken, I wait for the next
hmeout to go and sit on the side•
line and watch this game end l
have, again contributed nothing
po,itive on the court and I slowly
come to grips with reality on my
own tenns. I an1 truly grateful for
Lungt and Aquil alluwin!;\ me 10
"play·· on their inlramuml basket•
ball team, but I have finally reaJ.
i,ed a discernible fact: Maybe I
should just coach.

Smithsonian Explores African-American Dance
By TA Kt RA ALEXANDF,11
Hilltop Staff writer
More than 300 paintings, photographs, sculpture,
and archival objects - some dating 10 the early
1600s - can be used 10 trace African American
dance from its roots in west and cent ml Africa
through the 20th century. The Smithsonian Ans &
Industries Building unveiled the story of AfricanAmerican dance told through various forms of artwork in the exhibit "When the Spirit Moves:
African American Dance in History and Art."
The national African American and cultural cen•
ter in Wilberforce, Ohio organized this display.
This exhibit examines four cenmries of dance as
a subject in African American art. II explores how
dance is reflected in works of an, by its African
sources. its importance to community and its
power 10 sustain and nurture. The characteristics
of d,mce, from movement vocabulary 10 percussive and polyrhythmic music 10 pantomime, can
be traced from ancient African American dances
through slavery and into the 21 ' 1 century.
The artists, who are or have been dancers themselves, and others who have been inspired or motivated by the moods and movement associated
with dance. devote a serious commiunent to both
the physical and spiritual aspects of dance. The
art responds 10 cultural impulses and historical
realities. African culture is deeply rooted in
African American dance culture and gives meaning and beauty 10 its people. At the s:1me time. ii
was affected by social and economic factors especially slavery and ongoing oppres,ion.
Pieces in the exlubi1 were documented 10 capture
the daily encoun1ers of a particular group of peo-

pie. The exhibit
offers opportunities
for stimulation of our
memories of the
basic concepts that
makes culture relevant. Two distinct
approaches of the
pieces are ligurative
style. using dance as
the subject and the
abstract approach;
both convey a continuum of movement
extending beyond
the image. These
paintings are based
upon technique,
such as oil canvas, !6ircirg fron '>nn tJ-e !:pint t·tMs' tell a stay alXu: tre hi.stay of African-im,rMasonic. ink on ican dance fran Africa to l'trerica
paper. intaglio paper,
rions are known and respected world wide, and
bronze, silk screen on paper, wood. water. coloron- shaped the way performing arts is viewed. Diverpaper, etc. In addition, interactive stations and sity. constantly criss-crossin~ arti,tic boundaries,
computers allow visitors to learn and participate framed the story of African Americans in concert
in dance education and culture. Every type of dance. Concert dance was virtually transformed
dance such as interpretive dance, slave dance, and sustained through black presence. This exhispirit dance, stepping. ballet, African.jazz. hip-hop bition presented the connection between dance,
was represented in this exhibition.
identity and resilience that are important elements
Dance is used for all types of visual arts. which in the work of African American dance makers.
influences our daily routine,. African American
..When the Spirit Move;," is for dance enthusidance is used as language. advertisements. and asts. art lovers, and anyone that appreciates culture.
entertainment. In particular. it led the way for com- This major traveling exhibition is showing at the
panies and schools 10 open. and enabled dance 10 Smith;onian Arts & Industries Building from now
become a profession. Today, we have several rep• until June I. All arc encouraged to vi,it, and expe•
utable African American dance companies. Alvin rience history. past. present, and future. For more
Ailey, Lula Washington. Dance theater of Harlem, information contact: Smithsonian, 900 Jefferson
and Nancue Bearden Contemporary dance theater Drive, SW, suite 1130, Washington, DC 20560 or
foundation, just 10 name " few. These organiw- call (202) 357-2700.

P OETRY

Sekou Sundiata Blends Spoken Word and "Rock" at MLK Library
By J C>iE:-. CU~1'11NGS
Hilltop StntT writer
If you are a fan of poetry then you should be
acquainted with Sekou Sundiarn since the Harlem
native is one of today's most respected poets. The
recipient of the New York Foundation for the Arts
Fellowship, Sundiam has garnered a cull following. Mich~el Gonzales of the New York Times
writes "he wears a porkpie hat like Prez used 10
spon, has a mack-daddy vibe 1ha1 makes the ladies
swoon and a style 1ha1 is smooth as chocolate
milk." These description~ arc certainly no far cry
from reality.
Sekou Sundiat.i performed on last Thul'\day at the
Martin Luther King Library with his band .. Rock
of Edges Band," The poet performed works from
his debut album Blue Oneness of Dreoms as well
as his latest release L<,1111 Story Short.
The performance was a masterful mix of poetry
and music. Mo,r poets who decide 10 perform with

music can only do so without the backmg of a full
quartet but Sundia1a·s poetry would be hard 10
imagine without the music. He has the rare talent
of being able 10 combine both poetry and music
without detracting aucrllion from eilheroflhc two
art forms. Both the musical element and the poetic element arc like the air and water; without these
1wo elements his perfonnance would die.
,
With. Calvin Jones 011 bass. guitarist l\farvin
Sewell. Fred "Catfish" Alias on drums. vocalist
Ronnell Bey. and pianist Marc Cary. 1he band
moved through the music without interrupting
Sundiata lyrics. On the poem .. Reparations," there
was a combination of strong keyboard clusters
behind a driving funk beat, something ,imilar 10
Thelonius Monk meets Sly and The Family Stone.
Probably the most .suprising facet of the poet is
the fact that he composes all his music. The Rock
of Edges Band is a talented collective unit. transforming Sundiarn·s poetry into more than just
words.
Sundiara·s work di,played a wide range of top-

ics. Everything from the cries of an angry black
man 10 the innocence of a young boy's love for the
girl in his class was characterized through the
poems of Sundinta. E,·en with an audience of all
age,, the poet was able 10 relate 10 everyone in
attendance.
For those of us who have been looking for the
answer 10 Amiri Baraka and the question 10 Saul
Williams-Sekou Sundiata is both. Coming at a
time where the spoken-word circuit is experiencing a renabsance of sons. the work of many poets
can easily be overlooked. Yet, the ever-inspiring
contribution of Sekou Sundiata to the spoken word
niovement can never be denied.
For tho,e of us who want to find Sekou Sundia1a·s work you can go 10 ',',}' w,ni;Jrt~•"'l'>-l>itb<·.,;.oOJ,
the web site contmns lour dates and other infor•
mat ion on his band. While the poet ha,n ·1 released
any of his own books. published works can be
found in Aloud: The N11yorico11 Poets A11thology
and Esse11ce magazine.

EXHIBIT

Kentridge Brings South Africa to America, Explores Racism through Film
By OA 'IA G11tSIIY
Hilltop Staff writer
The work of South African artist William Kentridge is
on display at the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, featuring almost a dozen of his short films coupled
with more than 60 pieces of his final-state drawings and
a number of related charcoal images that did not make it
10 film Kcntridge 's complex body of work is based on
the system of harsh social and economic discrimination
and ,cgrega1ion enforced against non-whites in South
Africa and its end in 1994.
111rough Kcntridgc 's hybrid theater. opera. and film and
video productions. and in the drawings that underlie them,
he depicts dramas of conflicted personal identities and the
disjointed social rcalitic, that arc the legacy ofapanheid.
The short films, each lasting only three 10 eight minutes,
portray the long narrative ofKcn1ridge·s white protagonists. Soho Eckstein and Felix Tci1lebaum, in South
Africa during apartheid and afterward. His lilms arc
based on his black and white charcoal drawings.
The exhibition includes two of his more recent films:
Sleeping 011 Glass. 1999. which features a live actress
together with animated charcoal drawings and a parade

of silhoueue fig.
ures, and an asyet-unti 1led project.
This
showcase reviews
Kcntridgc 's an
since I986, beginning with the
graphic work that
directly precedes,
or coincides with,
his early films.

Th~ drawings
and films titled
Sobrie~•·· ,Obesity
a11d
Growi11g
Old. I 991. and

Felix
i11
Exile. I 994. are

also dominantly
featured in the
exhibit. Fel_ix is
scr in an isolated
room in which
pictures of the
Arc/Processio11:
decimated
Develop. C<t1c/rAfrican landscape
Up. E,•enSwpass.
and
murdered
1990. is a mulitpart collage made
....,,.,..,_~
corpses appear in
from many sheers
draw ings. Ub 11
of paper joined
a11d the 1i·ut/r
together Its title ' Felix In Pool mth Megaphone" is part or Willian, Kentridge·suhibit on display C O 111 111 1. I.
·
UI !ht H.irschom Musuem through May 13 200 t
s s O II ,
refers to the slogan
'
which Kentridge
used under Ethiopian emperor Hai lie Selassie, in 1974, also directed and created animation for. is an adaptation
that the country must strive to "develop. catch-up, even of Alfred Jnrry's satire Ubu Roi about a ridiculous but
surpass:· the west.
deadly despot. In this version, Ubu Roi is used as a tern-

plme for South Africa's process of absorbing the legacy
of apartheid through the testimonies and confessions
heard by the Truth and Reconciliation Commission.
Ken1ridgc also made a suite of eight etchings. "Ubu Tells
the Truth," 1996-97. which incorporates Jarry 's absurd,
spiral-bellied villain; several large-scale drawings: and
the related animated film, Ubu Tells tire T111th, 1997,
shown separately in the following gallery.
The exhibition ends with the film Shadow Procession.
1999. a raucous procession of ragtag shadow figures, a
motif developed in Kentridge 's theatrical productions and
cchoingArc/Processio11: Develop. Catch-Up. Even Surpass with which the exhibition begins.
Kcntridge once commented that abstraction struck him
as "an admission that the world is too hard to describe··
and that the an that is most immediate to him dares from
the early twentieth century, '\vhcn there still seemed to
be hope for political struggle ...
The exhibition was co-organized by the New Museum
of Contemporary Art in New York and the Museum of
Contemporary An in Chicago. 11 wi ll be on display nt the
Smithsonian llir,,hhorn Museum and Sculpn,re Garden
through May 13. 200 I.
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Author Thomas Discusses the Roots of 'Nappily Ever After'
By ALVSIIA Couu
Hilltop Staff writer
Last Thursday the Howard Univer•
s ity Bookstore welcomed 200 I
NAACP Image Award nominee and
author Trisha Thomas. TI1omas came
to the HUB to sign copies of her first
published novel "Nappi ly Ever
Af1er." This novel introduces the
main character. Venus, as n success•
ful African-American woman who
discovers lhe true meaning of liber•
mion • by rebelling against the beau•
ly ritual she has dutifully accepted
since early childhood. Whm is this
ritual?
The rirual is the weekly 1rip to your
local beauty salon for 1he long heart
wrenching hours of hot combing,
dying, or curling of your hair or 1he
four- 10 six-week 1raditions of relaxing and processing. Your life-long
beautician, who has inheren1ly
become your therapisl, ei1her prais-

es you for having long "good" hair or
encourages you 10 cover your "naps"
wi1h a long weave.
II is a tradition that is instilled in
black women from day one, and
Venus is ready 10 reject it and discover her own identity. However,
this drastic change causes her 10 lose
her boyfriend, provokes dirty looks in
1hc workplace, and ends in 1herapeu1ic sessions with her hairdresser
1whose immediate reply is "why
would you cut off all of that long
"good" hair?) Do not mistake this
book as being merely about "hair,'"
though.
Thomas s1a1ed that this is truly a
rela1ionship novel. The hair simply
serves as a catalyst of c hange
throughout the novel. 11 is the one
1hing that a woman can contro l.
change almos1 instantly. "It makes
you feel like you can rule the world.
The enlire process gives you ano1her voice." Some cven1s in lhis novel

are a direc1 reflection of Trisha
Thomas her,;elf.
When asked abou1 reactions she
received when she decided 10 cut her
hairTI1omas became silent. Her eyes
grew thoughtful as she remembered
the sense of e mpowerment she felt
with her new Slyle (and the fuss it
provoked from her therapist a.k.a her
hair dresser). However. 1his sense of
power was also met with a variety of
social ramifications. Thomas found
herself confronted with a barrage of
questioning stares form peers and
co-workers alike. When the leng1h of
her hair changed, her superiors ques1ioned her ability 10 perform her job.
as if any physical altera1ion would
reduce her ability 10 work. This did
not discourage her tl1ough as she continued 10 cut off her hair.
Writing ·Nappily Ever After
served as "instant therapy" for the
numerous burdens she felt was forced
upon her since chi ldhood. 'Nappily
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Ever After' is a must-read book for
any woman, (black, white. Asian,
etc.) who needs an extra push towards
finding her own level of liberation.

JESUSlt's 11me.

you kept ,nc grounded.
Saw you the other day and
my heart POUNDED

Time 1ocall seven digits sci•

The loneliness of being surrounded...

when despile our exteriors
we are humble, jealous.

It's a
SECRET

can't-return•a-phone•caJI linrs

who feel so much of something
for each olher.
its unexplainable.

Don't look at me like tha1
because the next time I foll

But when I have on 1hat outfit
and you're s1eppin1 to me with
)'our friends and I stnrc,

imo
the encompassing dru'knesstha1
you call eye<
I ought not find my way back

they know you have exactly
0.6 seconds

out.

so )"Our black and my gold con
intermingle

to get me where you want me

Because when you smile ar me

like you do
and give me 1ha1 look

Don't look at me like thn1
because you're leaving ...

there is no net that could ever

and I'm nol.

capture the rapture

Whnt will I do when you' re
gone?

of bunerflies within me.
Because I love just talking in
that
disconcerted way we do..

- Cand)Ce Muns

Something isn'1 right
Shadows of disappeared
lovers,
One-night stonds.
Manicured fingers and doll
hands.
Snoke eyes and deception
Unused contraccp1ion,
Many speaking but no receplion
Games.
I've played a fe",
lleans sho11ered. twisted
gray matter,
Mind and body tattered.
Baby oiled limbs.
Doobies and butter-soft
Timbs.
Du1ch papers. Ilennessy
and Easy

domdialed,
Hear a voice that never
makes me tired
Of its intonation.
Perusing your bodykissing your neck until discolorationYou're 1aken
I· in searching

Number one shouldn ·1 settle
for second best,
You lo,cd me when I lived
in DREW HALL.
Remember when I pressed
your
sweet body against the
walls...
Soft shee1s and lit candles.
Your hean the magic lamp
and I held the handles.
Then it ALL FADED
AWAY.
My head was in the clouds
but

A

b.:acon oflight.

The light tower and
I tumt..-d a\,·ay 10 1hc rocky

seas
and land unfounded,
SCARED OF COMM ITMENT
so 1hc alam1s soundedNOW I'M TRAPPED in the
emptiness of others· scxi•
ncss.
Their healthiness
Their quest for the wealthiest
and lengthiest,
A HOLLOW QUEST for
the shapeliest
and tastiestThis isn '1 happiness
(You kept me grounded)
The loneliness of being surrounded ...
- Wally

ARJES
Biting your tongue in order to ,pare
someone else's foelings has left you
in a less than desirable silua1ion.
Revealing )'Otlf true feeling,; may be
the best thing to do a., people appre•
ciate you because you tell 11 like ii is,
not be<.·ausc )OU spare others' fcdings.

LIBRA
A hornble mistake that you auemptcd 10 keep a secret ha~ finally sur•
faced len,ing you alone in the middle of the aftermath. ln,1ead of
focu"ng on how hornble lhe nustake
wa.,, ask you.,,elf why you knowin~ly ni.1'1e this m1st.tke in the first place.
A' lesson can be learned.

TAURUS

SCORPW

Let go of lhings in your life 1ha1 have
fully run their course. Realize that
everything hos its season. Make
small decisions on a regular basis,
which will distance you from the
past, and before you lnow ti you will
ha,e moved on.

You have been bumping your head up
against a brick wnll ,n your at1emp1s
10 forward your agenda. This week,
obstacles which seemed permanent
will disappear before your very eyes.
E ,(l<'ditiously Ulke adva01agc as this
situa1ion as it is only temporary.

GEMINI
While your sensitivity usually ,ecms
to be detrimental, 1his \\eek you can
pul it to good use. Lening people
kno" that they are hurting you could
cause magical things to happen, as
many of them ar~n·t consciously
causing you aggravation.

SAGITn\RIUS
In your a11empLs 10 play catch up. you
may be putting 100 much on your
plate. Reprioritize morder to eliro•
ina1e the outdated or obsolete, 1hen
dttrea.<e what's left of )"'11' worl.lo3d
keeping in mind that you can't do

CANCER
La1ely you ha,e been more apprehensive thao usual when i~comes to
making decisions. This will pass
enabling you 10 1akc risks that you
normally wouldn't. Instead of throw•
ing caution to the wind, investigate
your op1ions and make educated
decisions until this inclination pa.\S•
es.

CAPRICORN
Things thnl you believed you would
not be able 10 accompli.sh arc:, to your
amazemen1. falling into place riihl
before you. T:ll;e lhis occurrence as
a lesson to stop doubting your,elf.
Know that it wa, >·our bard "<lrk
that made this happen 1n the first
pince.

LEO
A long period of confusion passes
leaving you ready to celebrate. Tuke
time to enjoy this trnnsi1ion while not
forgetting all of the issues you put
aside in the past. This newfound
clarity will allow you to accomplish
your goals more effieiemly;

VIRGO
Ltfc has been rclati vely calm for an
unusually long time causing you to
feel su,picious of the near future.
This lull in activity may be coming
10 an end, but ii is not the sign of bad
things coming. Enjoy your current
si1Uation and recognize that nothing
lasts fore,-cr.

everything at once.

AQUARIUS
Your current ambition may seem to
be intangible, bu1 that\ just an illuston. Even if you don'I know how
you are going 10 reach your goal, recognize 1ha1 you are on the right path.
Put on a brave face. e>en if you are
unsure of your direction. and keep
moving.
PISCES
La1ely you are feeling a., though )OU
are being pushed into making~ major
decision. You can't see how the out•
come of this decision wtU be beuer
than yourcurren1 simalion, but thal's
because you hnven·1 considered your
options with an open mind.
Compiled by Lot"CE'l!A BAIL[\"

Cambridge

Catherine Deneuve David Morse

Sometimes,
You Have To Listen
o See The Light.

ONCE THE KINGS. ALWAYS THE~KINGS.

"BjOrk gives a great
performcmce .. ,
there's magic in it. n
-Peter Travers, RoUing Stone

AVAILABLE AT KEMP MILL/WILLIE'S
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11-IE AUTHORITY ON HOWARD SPORTS

On Friday
Check out the latest results in
Howard sports.
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ON POINT:
Track your favorite MEAC team at
www.meacs orts.com. Get the
latest stats and news about all the
conference teams.

DUKE Blasts UMD

A LOOK AT 11--IE TOP SPORTS NEWS & EVENTS AT HOWARD AND 11--IE WORLD

Gardner, Washington Named to
BCSIDA All- American Team
Junior Andrea Gardner and Senior Chanell Washington were named
to the Black College Sports Information Directors Assocaition All-American Women's First Team, this weekend. Gardner, who was named
MEAC player of the year, also led the nation in double doubles and
rebounding. Washington was named to the All MEAC Women's First
Team. Both squads will be honored during the Black College All-Star
Basketball Weekend on Thursday April 19th at the Downtown Baltimore Holiday Inn.

2001 WOMEN'S BLACK COLLEGE ALL-AMERICAN TEAM

First Team

Name
Martina McCloud
Chanel Washington
Andrea Gardner
Ambra Kongolo
Cherea Wood

Pos Ht
G 5"3
G 5'7
C 6°3
F 6'3
F 5'11

Hometown
SchOol
Cl
Tuskegee u
Soph Milwaukee, WI
Ft.Lauderdale, Fla . Howard U
Sr
Jr Washinglon, D.C. Howard U
N.C. Cenlral
Jr Kinshasa, Zaire
Alcorn State
Sr
Denver. CO

Second Team

Ft. Washington. MD Morgan St.
G 5'9
Sr
Grambling St.
G 5'10 So Lisbon.LA
N.C.A&T
C 6°3
Sr Dover, N.C
Southern u
F 5'10 So Montibello. AR
Coppin St.
F 5'10 Sr Olney,MD

Shakira Smith
Shrieka Evans
Malveata Johnson
Tremesha Colbert
Kiesha Brooks

2001 MEN'S BLACK COLLEGE ALL-AMERICAN TEAM

First Team
Name
Dewayne Jefferson
Darius Wade
Tarvis Williams
LaSean Howard
Derick Singlelon

Pos Ht
G 6'3
G 6'1
C 6'10
F 6't,
F 6'8

Cl
Sr
So
Sr
Sr
Sr

Second Team
Joe Brown
Marseilles Brown
Tyrone Levett
Marcus Fleming
Bruce Jenkins

G 6'7
G 5'10
F 6'5
F 6'8
F 6'6

Sr Philadelphia, PA
Sr Hampton, VA
No1asu1ga. AL
Jr
Sr Fayette, MS
Jr Silver Spring. MD

Homelown
School
Wesl Poinl, MS
Miss. Valley
New Yori<, NY
Morehouse U
Hampton U
Maysville. NC
Hampton
U
Toledo. OH
Winslon Salem, NC St. Paul C

Coppin St.
Hampton U
Alabama St.
Alcorn St.
N.C. A&T

Coppin State Discontinues Wrestling Program
BALTIMORE, MD• Coppin State College announced it has discontinued its wrestling program.
•unfortunate as it is, we thought it was in the best interest of the athletics department at this time," said athletics director Fang Mitchell.
Despite individual successes. the team went 0-9 in dual competition this past season with just eight members to fill 10 weight classes.
In recent years,,the Eagles have struggled to consistently field a full
squad.
Individually, seven wrestlers have qualified for the NCAA Championships the past seven years, including junior Sulieman Mumin, who
• this season became the second Eagle to win a match at the national
tournament.
I; Six wrestlers have athletic ability left and will retain their scholarships
should they choose to remain at Coppin State.
Head coach Kenneth Taylor also serves as an assistant director of
student activities and will remain at the school in that capacity.
Coppin was one of three Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference schools
, with a wrestling program. The league dropped its championship tournament for the sport when Morgan State disbanded its wrestling team
in 1996.
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Free Throw :•__. Did
vou kno,v
that for
the
second
'
. \.
•
1 .- .
,.
:· '.
: year iu a ro,v, the Ho,vard Uni.· versity "·restling tenm..;_llad at
· least one NCAA Regional\Vinner
· (2000, Ephrnint Walker, 2001
Adrian Thon1pson and Derek
Butts)?
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2 MINUTE DRILL
Two-Minute Drill-It's Real
By TYRONE McC,,No1F.s
Hilltop Staff Writer

Hello fellow Bison, I hope that wc"rc all enjoying
the school year. You've probably been wondering
where l"ve been so 1"11 tell you. Afterthe MEAC 1ournamen1 I had 10 take some time to relax. Oh yeah, I
had 10 make up some work because you know a brother has 10 graduate. Anyway, I know that you want my
opinion on something so I'm going 10 hit you with
some my views on the sports world.
It seems 10 me that racism is alive and kicking in
the sports world. Now l"m talking about racism. so
ifyo11're offended by reading this. then good! It was
meant for you anyway. My first HOT topic is the si1ua1iona1 Indian Wells. Venus Williams was seheduled
lo play her younger sister Serena in the sem,-linals
of that 1ournamcn1. Venus pulled out of 1ha1 10umamen1 right before 1ha1 match citing tendonitis in her
knee. Of course fans were not happy because they
wanted 10 sec Venus and Serena, arguably the two best
players in the world gel i1 on. That is what fans want
and what they deserve. The fans took it 10 a childish
level and booed Serena as she cruised 10 a ,;c1ory in
the final. But the real story is that Richard Williams,
claims that racial slurs were used against him while
he sat in the stands. 1'm not going 10 be a fool and
s.~y 1ha1 racial slurs are something 1ha1 tennis fans are
above. but I'm going 10 say 1ha1 anybody who belie,•es
that i1 could not have happen must be sniffing that red
clay al Roland Garros (site of the French open).
Blacks in a white dominated sport and not one person is going 10 say ··n--"? You got 10 be kidding
me. The most frustrating thing about the situation is
1ha1people arc saying 1ha1 it d1dn ·1 even happen. Martina Hingis went as far as saying Williams claims were
..Nonsense. I definitely don\ feel like there is racism
on the 10ur(WTA)," Hingis said. ··1 mean il°s a very
international sport." Ican look al BS and tell you 1ha1 I
do not want to cat it. so quit feeding ii 10 me. Hingis.
flh.l1111G11.1nc,) F..SPN ~tm
who was quoted after a loss 10 a lesbian player as sayThe Tcrps fell to Duke 95.84 in lheir fin,I trip to the NCAA Final four. .-\ boH• Chrb Duhon and Ste,e
ing 1ha1 the only reason she was beaten was be<:ause
Blake collide on the court,
she was playing against a man. has no right to even
,peak on the subject. because racism and prejudice
go hand in hand.
Then you have other people who don'\ like Richard
Williams because. he basically trained 1he ··Future··
of" omen tennis. as we know it and his daughters
have yet 10 go on a cocaine spree or be arrested for
the decision.
any offense. These are the smne people who are sayBy R,w1un. Gooos11;1:-.
Fellow commiuee member and teammate Chris ing 1ha1 he is lying. Ninety-nine percent of these peoMichiJ.!an Daily (U. Michigan)
Young said Wednesday that he is plea,ed with Mru-- ple ,.,,ere noi even there to '.'ipcak on that :,ubject. So,
my question is how in 1arna1ion (Yosemite Sam) can
1in's decision.
you speak on something that you do 1101 know? Now,
"I
think
he",
an
excellent
coach,""
Young
said.
"I
{U-WIRE) ANN ARBOR. Mich. -The school
l"m 1101 saying 1ha1 Williams' a!ICJ(ations arc true
that gave the Michigan basketball program its heard he is a players-type coach. He yells when he because I \\US not there to hear i1 n'iysclf. but I can
has 10. but he also knows when 10 sit down and talk s.1y that there is racism in tennis j usl like any other
only national 1i1le has now given the Wolverines
with you:·
sport Tiger Woods found out the hard "ay about golf
a new coach.
When
asked
if
he
or
any
of
his
1eamma1cs
would
and
"hc1hcr he reali1cs this or not. there are some
Seton Hall basketball coach Tommy Amaker has
people
that he competes against 1ha1 hate him. Not for
transfer.
Young
said.
"
I
don·1
think
,o:·
agreed 10 a five-year deal IO coach the Wolverines
his game or his demeanor when he's on the link. but
One
player
who
promised
no110
transfer
is
freshand will be introduced as Brian Ellerbe"s replaceman guard Bernard Robinson. who wa, recruited simply for the color of his skin.
ment. likely Friday. but possibly as soon as ThursWhy are there arc so many black a1hlc1es and not a
by Amaker in high school.
day. Amaker resigned from Seton Hall Wednesday.
101 of black head co.1ches .' Oh yeah, ,peaking of
··J likc the deci,ion:· Robin,on said. ··He wa, my rac"m, the NFL just passed,, rule banrung the \\C.ir""Thb is now a team 1ha1 can be restored 10 some
favorite
candidate becau,c I knew hun in high ing of do-rags and bandanils. No,, ,, ho \\ a" that rule
of its past glory with 1h1s guy on the sidelines:·
school.
He's
a goocl all-around guy and a grea1, po11mng 10'? 1"11 si,e you a hint. have you ever seen
freshman center Josh Moore ,aid Wednesday night.
Brad Johnson wearing a do-mg? Yes. boys and girls
young
coach.""
..We have enough 1alen1 and we have the right
this "as directed 10 the black players. You kno" the
After
reporting
1ha1
Amaker
was
coming
10
Michicoach 10 get it done."
bloodline ofleagues such as the :--IFL. Who cares if
Seton Hall Athletic Director Jeff Fogelson gan. ESPN sa;d Wednesday night that he wa., hav- a guy is wearing a bandana om do-rag0 ll°s under his
ing
,econd
thoughts
about
leaving
Seton
I
lali.
released a s1a1emen1 Wednesday. saying "I apprehelmet so \\hal"s the big deal. Maybe il°s like what
ciate all 1ha1 Tommy ha, done 10 position our bas- That report was refuted by Martin. who received Bill Ma}·er from Politically Incorrect " as saying on
ketball program among the best in the nation. 1•m a phone call from Amaker confim1ing 1ha1 he was a show Friday night. These middle age while guys
coming. He also called ESPN 10 refute the report. who watch these games see the player; wearing these
sure that he· II do the same for Michigan:·
Amaker, 35. was 68-55 in four sea,ons al Seton headdress and become au10111a1ieally afraid. ll°s like
Michigan Athletic Director Bill Martin spoke
Hall.
including a Sweet 16 appearance in last ··" hoa. that guy does not look hkc me.·· and they take
with Amaker several limes in the past week and
II ns threat. I'm personally wailing for the NFL
flew 10 Philadelphia • where Amaker a11ended a year·s NCAA Tournament and three NIT appear- 10 pass a rule that bans 35-year-old men. who hke to
memorial service for the brother of Seton Hall ances.
sit in a hot 1ub w11h high school girls and gel drunk
The Pirates. who started the season ranked in the from being allowed to play in the NFL.
freshman Eddie Griffin - on Tuesday to meet with
top IO. struggled all season and reached their low I don't care \\hat the courtssay(maybe 1hejudge had
him.
Martin said the l 0-person screening commi11ee he point when junior Ty Shine and freshman Eddie season tickets or something). but the man is a pervert
formed 10 search for a new coach helped narrow Griffin were involved in a fight in the locker room in every sense of the word. Maybe Disney is willing
10 put Mark Chumura and 1101 Ray Lewis in its next
after a game.
his candidate list down 10 six.
Michigan was I0-18 last year and finished in I0th movie?
"h was immensely helpful,"" Martin said. "'When
We must recognize racism. before we can fight it. That
I put it together. I didn"I realize how helpful il°d place in the Big Ten. It was the Wolverines· worst means not making dumb comments like "there is no
showing since the 1981-82 season.
be. Our conference call was three hours long."
racism in this spon.'" Next. 1hey re going 10 tell us
None of Ellerbe"s assistant coaches have been that athletes or fans who wear their hair in com-rows
The commiuee was headed by former Michigan
lired yet and Martin said it wilt be up 10 Amaker or braids are not allowed to athletic venues. Thal°s just
star and current Houston Rockets coach Rudy
Tomjanovich. The commiuee met last week and to decide if he wants 10 retain the same support me llllking. I could be wrong
those who couldn't auend joined ,ia conference ,1aff.
Michigan's lone national 1i1lc came ugarnsl Seton 1j-rcme M,·Ccwdi<'s i.rn sc11iormdi<> procf11ctio11 major
call. Sophomore forward LaVell Blanchard missed Hall in 1989.
from lcxi11g1011. Nonit Caroli11a.
the meeting but later met with Martin 10 discuss
0

Michigan Hires Amaker

0

Paterno says most starting spots open for competition
By Ao,," CORNEY
Daily Collegian (Pennsylvania Staie U.)
(U-WIRE) UNlVERSITY PARK. Pa. - Joe
Paterno walked into his football nc..,, conference
Wednesday with the same worries and gripes that
the 73-year-old coach has been harping on for
decades.
Except this season, everyone is laking Paterno's
concerns seriously. because they are legitimate complaints.
Trying to bounce back from a 5-7 se.1son with a
new quarterback and three new assis1an1 ooaches in
town won ' I be an easy task. Bui with spring practice drills kicking off Wednesday and just under a
month before the Blue-White game. Paterno knows
he will have time to gel the right people in the proper places.
I would hope positions could be won or lost in
spring practice." he said. "I would hope everyone
goes into this season knowing that everything is
wide open. Lose seven games. you obviously have
10 do things bencr.'"
Paterno added that quarterback Man Senneca.
who will have junior eligibility next season, is pre11y much locked into the quarterback spot and defen•

sive lack.le Jimmy Kennedy can be comfortable with
his spot on the defensive line. but the coach said
most other positions are up for grabs. He added that
having three new assistant coaches on lhc sidelines
wilt force players 10 work harder. trying 10 impress
the new coaches for ,tarting positions.
Although the Niuany Lions would have rather
played in a bowl game during the winter break
instead of sining at home watching the games on
television. Paterno found something good in a bad
situation.

The coach said he sat down after the Michigan
Stale game and watched the team's tapes from
1hroughou1 the season. sometimes taking a full day
on one tape 10 try and find things he and his staff
could change for the following year. Paterno pointed 10 inconsistency as being the main factor for the
Lions· Jack of success.
Although ii will be a challenge 10 become more
consistent. the Lions know only game situations in
practice and actual games can cure that ill.
"One of the advantages of not going to a bowl
game is you have a lot of time on your hands.'' Paterno said. "I came away with some impressions 1ha1
I shared with the staff and squad. We"re certainly not
going 10 panic."'

The coach was impressed with the Lions· winter
program which he said went well and added that
nothing was changed from winter program's pa.~1.
Paterno did say thm there are no major injuries coming into the lin.t day of ,pring practice. but some player,, might be under restricted practice time - limits set
by Paterno - because of p00r academic quality.
One of the players 1ha1 might be struggling with
his books is linebacker Ron Graham. whom Paterno said might have trouble making 1he team if he
doesn't shape up in the classroom.
"Ron is one of the guys 1ha1 has to do a job academically,"' he said. " I don't even know if Ron is
going 10 be with us. I don ·1 want to discus. Ron Graham."

Paterno said he blames some of the problems of
last season·s team on himself a~d that he didn't do
a particularly good job last sea~on, but added ii is
no lime for Penn State 10 panic.
The Lions and the conching staff know i1°s a new
season, a fresh srnrt and a time 10 get 1he team back
10 where ii belongs - atop the Big Ten and in a bowl
game.
"We have to get beuer everywhere. a1 every position," Paterno said. "I don't think one position is
more critical than another."
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From the makers of "Four Weddings and a Funeral " & " Notting Hill"

You are invited to a Special Screening of Bridget Jones·s Diary
Sponsored by

VISA®
It's EverywhereVouWantTo Ba.•

Date: Tuesday, April 3, 2001
Time: 7:00 p.m.
Location: Cramton Auditorium
Students rnay pick up passes at the Crarnton Box Office.
Admission is free/ Please arrive early/
Seating is avai l able on a first- come. f i rst-served basis vvith pass holders admitted first.
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Have you ever been in the news?·:
(

Presents

'From '1Jeadlines to '1Jistri6ution
•

Learn About the Many Careers in Print Journalism
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Thursday April 5th in the Blackbum Ba11room at 9:30am
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So What's So
Point of View
Bad about
Private Prisons

Why has it taken the University
so long to fill the interim positions
they have open? Some of the positions have been open for years and
tl1ere still has been no search com-

Chanel Vestal
As student activists all over
the country try 10 raise awareness about the unethical business
practices of Sodexho-Alliance
many students pose the question
about "What's so bad about private prisons?""
When you mix profits and
incarceration. you severely compromise the justice system.
Because corporations yield a
profit margin off of inmates. that
gives the owners of the prison
complex an incentive 10 keep as
many inmates as possible as long
as possible.
\Ve hear about new ini1fatives
that the state and federal government is taking to "Get tough on
Crime" but these new pieces of
legislation only mask the fact
that they are fueling the multibillion dollar private prison
industry.
New laws like Mandatory
Minimum Sentencing
(www.famm.org) for non-violent
offenders didn't emerge because
the justice system felt that criminals need to do more time, but
that criminals provide lucrative
assets 10 the prison industrial
complex. If the government was
so indignant about putting away,
why pass such legislation when
crime in many parts of the country is on the decline?
If crime goes down, profit
goes down for owners of private
prisons. In the State of California. inacted a policy to supposedly curb repeat offenders from
committing crimes. 'Three
Strikes" legislation has put many
people behind bars for life
(www.foc1s I ,conll. If someone
is convicetd of a crime three
times, they serve a life sentence.
Isn't it a strange coincidence that
the state of California has the
second largest number of privately owned correctional facilities in the country. falling only
behind 'Texas? We even see an
increase in the number of minors
being charged as adults and serving time in prisons instead of
state-run juvenile detention centers. This may be my own conspiracy theory, but there are
entirely too many coincidences
that raise too many questions.
Since the goal of private prisons is to cut costs and maximize
profits, many inmates in these
facilities are denied adequate
healthcare. drug rehabilitation
and educational services that
state prisoners are entitled to.
This creates a revolving door
type of prison system where unrehabilitated inmates are tossed
back into society only to be subsequently incarcerated again.
There is also a misconception
that private prisons save taxpayers money considering that they
don't have 10 pay for the construction of a new facility.
The government pays these
corporations to house inmates,
and if one escapes, which happens quite frequently, or there is
a riot within the facility, it is the
local and federal police who are
responsible to recapture these
criminal s and quell the riots.
These arc what costs taxpayers
money and we don't save a
dime!!!!
The idea of private for profit
prisons is not a new one. but it
dates back 10 the Post-Civi l War
era 1870s and I 880s. Many
newly freed slaves were "convicted" of crimes and then leased
out to plantation owners to provide labor to provide for the cost
of their incarceration. The 'convict-lease system" as it was
named similarly resembles
today's industrial prison complexes. Even the racial demographics haven't changed much
considering 57 percent of those
in prison are minorities.
I am not saying that individuals
who commit crimes should not
go to jail. but the fact that individuals who commit crimes stay
in jail and are handed down
trumped up sentences so that
others can profit off of their
incarceration is wrong!!!!

Fill The Positions

By Aniijuan Jackson

'Editorials

I(

ti?

M1.\(i~ [vu~ Clt-Wtll. C1,e~(bvrr-r~ A,refi1-;"~

mittee formed.
The University recently fiJled
the Provost position, which was
open for less than a year. Interim
Vice President for Student Affairs
Raymond Archer, Acting Dean
Belinda Lightfoot-Wat.kins, Acting Activities Directo1; Thn-ence
.Samuels and Acting Assistant
Dean for Student Life and Activities Daniel Goodwin have held
their current positions for three
years.
Filling the provost position is
paramount and the University had

to fill that spot, but since when
does it take more than three years
to fill an interim position?
Former Dean of Residence
Life and Current interim Athletic
director William Keene has
moved around from being an assitant for Archer 10 his position now.
Why are these people acting and
interim?
There needs to be a search
committe just like there was for the
Provost. If the University is planning on making any of these positions permanent, they need to
hurry up and do so.
Students and faculty have shown
that this is an important issue to
them, so it should be taken seriously. Student leaders and faculty
are right to push an issue like this.

Poli -tics Me Off!
Johnathan C. Sims
I finally figured everything out. There is this •p•
word that students are using all over campus. No its
not Prada (Hey I had had to incorporate my section
some type of way), Pop (for those from the West
Side), or _ _ (now you know you have a dirty mind
if you thought of that). None of these match that great
word that describes how our University functions.
Isn't it wonderful that Howard Students have invited the notion of Capitol Hill Politics 10 the Mecca?
Most of you will relate 10 this. Allow me 10 warn
you in advance. I will step on some toes and there
will be some name-calling.
In high school. I was involved in many things. As
a freshman. I arrived excited about the prospects of
the opportunities that college would allow me to be
involved in. Well. let's see I am here and an actil'e
member of several organizations, but then they came.
Who you ask? The pimp Big Daddy Resume Builder
and his entourage including Mr. Prospect and Ms. I' II
be President. See here at the Mecca we have a lot of
these people. Even I was once a member.
THE TRUTH EXPOSED! I don't know if
you are all ready for this, but we all know and only
talk about it behind close doors. See half of the reasons people run for some offices is to get their name
out there for that particular Dinkidoo (as Khalfani
Walker coined the term) or for that pay check which
I can say by some standards is very generous. "He's
a hater," did I just take the words out of your mouth,
if so you must be one or know one.
Before I am forced to walk across coals I would like
10 say this is not represented in all cases. I acknowledge that there are some whom are involved in high
student pOsitions that do it for their love of the
Mecca and not for the hopes of one day doing an
Omega step around the sundial on Friday at noon.
Let me teach an unlearned people. Well I am at
your service. Lesson I don't you know that wru,:
lll!l for Mr. or Ms. Howard just screams I want a
Dinkidoo KEEP READING. This is not in reference
to Mr. & Ms. Howard (which I would like to give a
shout out to my fellow SAEB member Ms. Vallyn
Smith. the D.1.V.A.) because in my opinion they are
the most realistic 10 represent our institution of
HIGHER learning. Side note Puns are Fun. But for
others that do apply 10 this scenario, trust me THEY
KNOW.
Lesson 2 Going out for public office with~
den1jals is as obvious as a white person on campus.
stating what your true plan is and it isn't to better the
school. See a big problem that I thought about on
this campus is that after the general elections. (which
I have to give another shout out to Tori Mason for
making sure HU students wouldn't have problems
like those in Florida) why do they drop off the face
of the Mecca?
The true test is to watch them now. If they really
had a passion don't you think they would still volunteer in the organization and not go back to being
the typical transparent student. I mean how can you
go out for President, (not just HUSA but all Schools
and Colleges) and then just pull a Larenz Tote (for
those that didn't get it, disappear). Question, When
Jesse Jackson ran for President and lost did he just
give up and go home? No. he still chose to LEAD.
I have issues. but I thought of something, if Dr. King
(Martin for those that knew him on a first name basis)
ran for president in 1960 it is inevitable that he
would have lost the election. but would he have given
up? We all know the answer 10 that question and this
is one of the points I am trying to make. As my father
told me "A man is not based on the positions he holds
but how he hold, the positions." A title does not make
you, you make the title.
Quick example; who can name all of the Presidents
of the US on a whim? What about the Presidents of
South Africa? Now what about our past HUSA presidents? See I said there was going to be some namecalling. Nelson Mandela sat in jail for a large portion of his life, but still was a leader, Dr. l(jng sat in

a Birmi ngham Jail but was still a leader. one ended
up President while the other could have if it wasn't
for ignorance.
Now, the correlation comes to Howard. I am just
a sophomore (in 5 weeks a junior). but I heard of the
legacy of Jonathan Hutto. Our current President Sellano Simmons (and fellow Student Ambassador)
would undoubtfully go to jai l for something he
believed in and by that I will remember his legacy.
See the politicians on campus that are remembered. as those in history, are the ones who will step
on toes. I recall the town hall meeting last year,vhen
our HUSA president respectfully confronted our
University President on the issues that concerned the
students. That will be something I will remember.
and that is of a leader. As Martin went against the
grain and marched on Washington. Sellano took hi,
troops yelling "Justice for Prince" to the justice
department.
So what I am saying is this, think before you run
because you might end up walking. Putting your
Greek affiliation on a handbill doesn't mean that people will vote for you, but giving them a spot on your
line might (now that was jm,t wrong), And if you arc
trying 10 be one, just remember be yourself not the
President. Think ofit this way9out of JO times they
already know who they want and who they don't
want. If you have to run for office to give yourself
more recognition. and no one recogniles you, then
you aren't being recognized.
Last year. while I was volunteering at a local school
where we adopted a child to mentor, it disgusted me
that my friends (no name calling here) had adopted
a child, yet never showed up. The children in one
cla.~s asked me when their mentor would show and
I said "soon•·. Soon turned into one time the entire
year. I ended up adopting the class because mentor
turn out was so low.
Volunteering should be done because you want to
make a difference, not 10 make brownie points. Hey
and if you are \'Olunteering for the second please continue to because you might not know that what you
are doing for your benefit is actually helping that person.
For my brothers on this campus no matter how
much or how little time you ~ave. find at least an hour
or two a week to mentor at a DC school to young men
whether in kindergarten or high school. See we or
some of us ~'llock Colin Powell for quote "selling out"
but aren't we if we ignore those less fortunate than
us. As Swygert has said before that we may be on
the Hilltop but we must not forget those on the bottom of the hill. They look up 10 us and we are their
hope for higher education. Now people wonder
why the retention of men in college is so low. I! has
to start somewhere and home isn't the only place.
You should see this a.~ your job a.~ leading them to
their destiny. Now that's powerful stuff!
I went on a tangent, but I would like to clo:;c with
this. Martin had a dream. but we are responsible for
our nightmares. A man may wear many hats, but if
he loses his head what is it worth? Two of the greatest leaders in history were slm•es named Harriet Tubman and Frederick Douglass (who was a trustee at
HU for 20 years). Do not let your worth be determined by the le11ers of an organization, but by those
of your name.
I do not hate on those doing their thing but just
remember to do y 'our' thing. Don't use your office
as a way 10 step on plots, but 10 step out on faith. As
the sun does. your true intentions will shine through.
The biggest resume builder is not your positions held.
but your purpose. So to all of you (and you know
who you are) remember as the saying goes "a
man's/woman's only as good as his/her word" and by
those words you are either appraised. mediocre or
priceless. I always like the latter.
Jo/11,athan C Sims is a sophomore ltgal commwJ;cotion.,
major. Comae, him at thehilJtop@Jrotmail.com.

Whats your Opinion?
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the JXlPCI' lUld its contents. \\e stnve to produce a quality b,w,,-ekly product wtth
the news pages that are devoid of slant or personal bia~. Please address all the
letters or comments to,
The Hilltop
2251 Sherman Ave.. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001

e-mail us a thehil/1op@h01mail.com
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